1st February, 2013


ETSI – European Telecommunications Standards Institute, Smartesting and ALL4TEC jointly organize this first ever international conference dedicated to test automation. This conference which will be held from 22 to 24 October 2013, at MAS in Paris, France with a special focus on integrating of model-based testing in the testing ecosystem.

An event dedicated to practical cases
In most application domains, including Telco, Banking, IT Services, Automotive, Software vendors, Defence, test automation has proven to increase productivity and product quality. So far, many industrial experts and MBT practitioners have missed such an event. Recently new technologies and approaches including model-based testing (MBT) have allowed industry to automate testing processes even further. Nevertheless, many companies still perform manual testing and struggle with integration and deployment of different test automation technologies. This industrial conference is an opportunity for users from different application domains to meet and share their practical experiences to hear of lessons learned and get advice on the use and application of latest techniques, methods, frameworks, and tools.

Date, location & program

The first day will feature tutorials on the application of automated testing in industrial developments. The following conference days will include presentations from members of user community, keynotes from special guests and open discussions.

An exhibition area is provided for companies who will demonstrate solutions and will be a good place to share experiences with other users.

Visit the conference web site at ucaat.etsi.org/2013 for more information.

Important Dates

http://ucaat.etsi.org/2013/
Topics include (but are not limited to) modelling for testing, methodologies, test management, automatic test execution, process change management, in particular in the context of model-based testing, test practice improvements, use of test languages such as TTCN-3, and test automation.

The call for presentation is now opened: please send an email to XXXXXXX

Submission of title, authors & abstract: 30th April
Notification of acceptance: 8th June
Submission of final presentation: 27th September

According to Laurent COSSON, CEO of ALL4TEC “organizing UCAAT in Paris is a great opportunity to promote our innovation and to focus, with key market players, on the state of the art in test methodologies, test management and test languages”.

According Stéphane WERBA, CEO of Smartesting, “software testing industrialization is a key enabler to enhance productivity in large scale IT software projects. UCAAT 2013 in Paris will be an unique place to learn best advance in the state of the practice in software testing”.

For more information, please visit: http://ucaat.etsi.org/2013
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